Baltic Fund and its ecosystem –
the truly Amber valley hidden
treasure

Who we are?
We are accelerator and VC, growing the most promising Baltics and CIS startups from the very
pre-seed to A stage. We invest in hardware and robotics, cybersecurity, enterprise software,
fintech, AI and blockchain based projects.
We are also building the platform, where every token-holder gets access to the ecosystem and all
the resources that help a startup to grow: mentorship, experts, media, legal services, marketing,
PR, development, and investments. Become a game changer in startup acceleration! Support
the startups with your BALT tokens to help them grow, and get rewarded with their products,
perks or income.
How it works:
All the startups, registered at the platform, post a proposal for token investors:
– how many tokens do they need and what for (acceleration, development, production,
marketing, etc.)
– what would they offer their backers in return: products and services, tokens with multiplication
(tokenized loan), partnership and collaboration
What are the benefits:
– you invest your tokens and the startup gets professional support, and the product/service
delivery is under control
– the startup becomes a part of the EU startup and investment ecosystem, that helps its team to
get funding for the further development
– you can support each stage separately, and track startup progress at the platform
Baltic fund community members
Tech guys and experts
Become a part of the community and collect all the perks: huge discounts or even free tickets to
tech events worldwide, discounts in partners' co-working worldwide, discounts on software. Share
your experience and earn additional tokens on the platform.
Crypto maniacs
The price of a token is expected to grow constantly during the next several years while the
capitalization of startups is growing. Trade your tokens at stock exchanges at the community.
Startup founders and future startupers
Become a part of an awesome community and ecosystem: get access to mentors, investors,
events, use your tokens to gain PR, marketing, and development services from experts worldwide,

and help your startup to grow. If you want to pivot your existing startup, or even more - you are
new in this world, and just have an idea? Become a part of the community, find yourself a team
from any part of the world and rock it!
Professional investors
Contact us to find out more about our startup pipeline. Next unicorn might be here, just around the
corner.
Other people of the same mindset
You know that the true weapon of the 21-st century is cybersecurity. You see that the traditional
banking should change forever. You trust robots. You see that blockchain is changing it all. And
realize that good software is a true basis of competition in a modern world.
Why Lithuania?
It is better to find new startup treasures in developing, but safe, markets. According to the World
Economic Forums 'Inclusive Development Index 2018', Lithuania is No. 1 among the most inclusive
emerging economies. Lithuania is ranked 16th in the world as possessing a unique businessfriendly atmosphere (Doing Business 2018 World Bank report).
Lithuanian market hosts more than 31,000 IT specialists and over 14,000 talented developers
(Statistics of Lithuania, 2016). Lithuania is a good hub to relocate tech genies from Russia and the
CIS, as well as technology startups and their founders.
Subject of investments
Founded in 2015, Business Hive Vilnius (core part of Baltic Fund Ecosystem) is one of the oldest
startup incubators and technology hubs in the Baltics, which hosts and incubates Lithuanian, CEE
and CIS startups throughout the differing elemental stages of their evolution (mostly from pre-seed
to A). We are focused on hardware, security, blockchain, AI, enterprise software, business/industry
automation, and fintech, among others.
The modern central headquarters where we have established a welcoming and highly effective
startup ecosystem is the BHV home building – opened in 2015. The headquarters are comprised
of over 2,000 sq.m. specifically designed for office space, conferences and seminars, networking,
plus facilities for prototyping hardware devices and product design.
Baltic Fund, as a managing fund of Business Hive Vilnius, raises money via ICO to invest into
promising CEE and CIS startups.
BALT token
BALT token is a utility token issued by Baltic Fund. The token price for pre-sale is 0,0002 ETH,
for sale — 0,00025 ETH.
Every BALT token holder will gets additional ecosystem benefits:
– get an access to the most promising startups, mentors, industry experts, 1-to-1 consulting
sessions, and industry seminars
– membership benefits: discounts on software, industry events worldwide, co-workings and
community
– or become an expert, share your expertise and earn tokens at the platform

